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Introduction
This introduction is not part of IEEE Std C37.244-2013, IEEE Guide for Phasor Data Concentrator Requirements for
Power System Protection, Control, and Monitoring.

A phasor data concentrator (PDC) is a function that combines synchrophasor data from more than one
source for further processing. Originally the PDC purpose was to combine synchrophasor measurements
from many phasor measurement units (PMUs) into a single time synchronized data stream. Since the PDC
was the only common element in communications with all measurement units, its function included
monitoring the overall measurement system. As measurement systems and the deployment of applications
have increased in size, the functions of the PDC have expanded to include more data handling, processing,
and storage. At the same time, the rapid growth in technology is enabling the development of integrated
features for power systems applications. This guide provides definitions of the terminology, functional
descriptions, and what could be expected from a PDC. It is arranged with clauses describing the functions
and requirements in order for the user to identify the features desired for the respective applications. This
guide is communication protocol independent in terms of applications, and will also serve the industry with
common interpretation of terms for function standardization and data protocol implementation agreements.
Clause 7 offers practical methods for testing PDC functions, including example setups for data transport in
a production-type environment, in line with related IEC and IEEE standards.
This guide defines numerous functions that may be included in a PDC. Which ones are included depend on
the application and use of the PDC, as well as agreements between the PDC manufacturer and customer.
The functions presented in this guide may not be available; and it is anticipated that other functions which
have not been included here may exist and others may be developed in the future.
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IEEE Guide for Phasor Data
Concentrator Requirements for Power
System Protection, Control, and
Monitoring
IMPORTANT NOTICE: IEEE Standards documents are not intended to ensure safety, health, or environmental
protection, or ensure against interference with or from other devices or networks. Implementers of IEEE
Standards documents are responsible for determining and complying with all appropriate safety, security,
environmental, health, and interference protection practices and all applicable laws and regulations.
This IEEE document is made available for use subject to important notices and legal disclaimers.
These notices and disclaimers appear in all publications containing this document and may
be found under the heading “Important Notice” or “Important Notices and Disclaimers
Concerning IEEE Documents.” They can also be obtained on request from IEEE or viewed at
http://standards.ieee.org/IPR/disclaimers.html.

1. Overview
This clause describes the scope, purpose, and the limitation of applicability of the IEEE Guide for Phasor Data
Concentrator Requirements for Power System Protection, Control, and Monitoring, hereafter referred to as “this
guide.”

1.1 Scope
This guide describes performance, functional, and communication needs of phasor data concentrators (PDCs) for
power system protection, control, and monitoring applications. The guide covers synchrophasor system needs and
testing procedures for PDCs. It includes functional requirements for associated interfaces with phasor measurement
units (PMUs) to a PDC and PDC systems. In particular, it includes requirements for synchronization, synchrophasor
data processing, and real-time access.
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1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this guide is to assist users to specify the performance and functional requirements of typical phasor
data concentrators and define performance testing for PDC systems. It includes consideration of PDC latency, input
and output streams supported, interface and data transport protocols, the ability to configure output stream payload,
the communication media supported, time alignment functions, error handling, etc.

2. Normative references
The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document (i.e., they must be
understood and used, so each referenced document is cited in text and its relationship to this document is explained).
For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced
document (including any amendments or corrigenda) applies.
IEEE Std C37.118.1™-2011, IEEE Standard for Synchrophasor Measurements for Power Systems. 1, 2
IEEE Std C37.118.2™-2011, IEEE Standard for Synchrophasor Data Transfer for Power Systems.
IEC 61850-90-5, Communication networks and systems for power utility automation—Part 90-5: Use of IEC 61850
to transmit synchrophasor information according to IEEE C37.118, Edition 1.0, May 2012. 3

3. Definitions, acronyms, and abbreviations
For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply. The IEEE Standards Dictionary
Online should be consulted for terms not defined in this clause. 4

3.1 Definitions
absolute wait time: The time interval added to the time corresponding to a given message timestamp. After this
interval, the collection of data with that timestamp is terminated.
anti-aliasing: The process of filtering a signal before sampling to remove components of that signal whose
frequency is equal to or greater than the Nyquist frequency (one-half the sample rate). If not removed, these signal
components would appear as a lower frequency component (an alias).
BPA/PDCstream: An extension and adaptation of IEEE Std 1344™ for multiple phasor measurement units
(PMUs), widely used in the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) and throughout North America
before the advent of IEEE Std C37.118™.
configuration: A data structure containing flags that control the operation of the runtime environment.
data aggregation: Forming a set of data from multiple inputs.
1

This publication is available from The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (http://standards.ieee.org/).
The IEEE standards or products referred to in this clause are trademarks of The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
3
IEC publications are available from the International Electrotechnical Commission (http://www.iec.ch/). IEC publications are also available in
the United States from the American National Standards Institute (http://www.ansi.org/).
4
IEEE Standards Dictionary Online subscription is available at:
http://www.ieee.org/portal/innovate/products/standard/standards_dictionary.html.
2
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data forwarding: Forwarding a set of data from an input to an output with no intentional delay and without data
aggregation.
duplicate data: Multiple copies of the same synchrophasor data received by a phasor data concentrator (PDC), with
all identical values, names, and timestamps.
frame: A data frame or a frame of data is a set of synchrophasor, frequency, and rate-of-change-of-frequency
measurements that corresponds to the same timestamp. The term frame is used to differentiate it from samples,
which are understood as points on an analog waveform.
intelligent electronic device (IED): Any device incorporating one or more processors with the capability to receive
or send data/control from, or to, an external source (e.g., electronic multifunction meters, digital relays, controllers).
PDC latency: The time difference between the arrival time of the first complete data message with a given
timestamp and its egress time from the phasor data concentrator (PDC).
PDC processing time: The time interval a phasor data concentrator (PDC) uses to complete the production of an
output stream. It starts when all data to be processed is received or wait times were reached, and ends at the data
egress time from the PDC.
phasor: A complex equivalent, in polar or rectangular form, of a sinusoidal wave quantity such that the complex
modulus is the cosine wave amplitude and the complex angle is the cosine wave phase angle.
phasor data concentrator (PDC): A function that collects phasor data, and discrete event data from PMUs and
possibly from other PDCs, and transmits data to other applications. PDCs may buffer data for a short time period,
but do not store the data. This guide defines a PDC as a function that may exist within any given device.
redundant data: Multiple synchrophasor data received by a phasor data concentrator (PDC), corresponding to the
same signal, and same timestamp. The redundant data should have different signal names, or different phasor
measurement unit (PMU) names, or both.
relative wait time: The time interval added to the arrival time of the first message with a given timestamp. After
this interval, the collection of data with that timestamp is terminated.
robustness: The degree to which a system or component can function in the presence of conditions outside of
system or component design specification.
synchronized phasor or synchrophasor: A phasor calculated from data samples using a standard time signal as the
reference for the measurement.
total vector error (TVE): The measure of error between the theoretical phasor value of the signal being measured
and the phasor estimate.
wait time: The maximum time interval during which the phasor data concentrator (PDC) collects data for a
particular output from one or more inputs. It is the time interval added to a message timestamp time or messagearrival time after which no more data with that timestamp is accepted.

3
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3.2 Abbreviations and acronyms
APDU

application-layer protocol data unit

ASCII

American Standard Code for Information Interchange

CIP

critical infrastructure protection

CRC

cyclic redundancy check

DFR

digital fault recorder

DSCP

differentiated services code point

ECN

explicit congestion notification

EMC

electromagnetic compatibility

EMS

energy management system

fps

frames per second, the rate that frames of synchrophasor data are transmitted

GOOSE

generic object oriented substation event

GPS

Global Positioning System

HMAC

hash-based message authentication code

IED

intelligent electronic device

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

IP

Internet Protocol (see IETF RFC 791)

IRIG-B

Inter-Range Instrumentation Group B

ISO

independent system operator

IT

information technology

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

MAC

message authentication code

NaN

not a number

PDC

phasor data concentrator

PMU

phasor measurement unit

QoS

quality of service

RFC

request for comments

4
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SCADA

supervisory control and data acquisition

SCL

Substation Configuration Language

SSL

secure socket layer

SSPP

Substation Serial Protection Protocol

SV

sample values

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol (see IETF RFC 793)

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

TO

transmission owner

ToS

type of service

UDP

User Datagram Protocol (see IETF RFC 768)

UDP/IP

User Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol

UTC

Coordinated Universal Time (initials are ordered based on French language)

VPN

virtual private network

WAMPAC

wide-area monitoring, protection, and control

WAMS

wide-area measurement system

4. Synchrophasor measurement system overview
This clause provides a high level overview of the primary features and functions of a synchrophasor measurement
system, to which a PDC belongs. The concepts introduced in this clause are further developed into specific
functional requirements in Clause 5. Clause 6 introduces performance requirements for some of the functional
requirements in Clause 5. Finally, Clause 7 provides suggested testing outlines for some of the functional
requirements in Clause 5.

4.1 Synchrophasor network
A simple structure of a synchrophasor network consists of phasor measurement units (PMUs) and phasor data
concentrators (PDCs) as shown in Figure 1, where arrows indicate some possible interfaces. If multiple intelligent
electronic devices (IEDs) in a substation provide synchrophasor measurements, a local PDC may be deployed in
the substation. Typically, many PMUs located at various key substations gather data and send it in real time to a
PDC at the utility location where the data is aggregated. The data collected by PDCs may be sent to other
PDCs/synchrophasor systems and/or be used to support many applications, ranging from visualization of
information and alarms for situational awareness, to applications that provide sophisticated analytical, control, or
protection functionality. Applications, such as dynamics monitoring, use full-resolution, real-time data along with
grid models to support both operating and planning functions. The application(s) locally display measured
frequencies, primary voltages, currents, real and reactive power flows, and other quantities for system operators.

5
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Many PDCs belonging to different utilities can be connected to a common central PDC to aggregate data across the
utilities, in order to provide an interconnection-wide snapshot of the power grid measurements.

Figure 1 —Synchrophasor data collection network

4.2 Synchrophasor network elements
4.2.1 Synchrophasor measurement unit
The PMU is a function or logical device that provides synchrophasor, system frequency, and rate-of-change-offrequency estimates, as well as optional information such as calculated megawatts (MW) and megavars (MVAr),
other measurements, and Boolean status words. The PMU may provide synchrophasor estimates from one or more
voltage or current waveforms. The PMU can be realized as a stand-alone physical device or as a part of a
multifunction device such as a protective relay, digital fault recorder (DFR), or meter. This information may be
recorded locally or transmitted in real time to a central location as illustrated in Figure 1. This guide addresses the
real-time transfer of data from the PMU to the PDC or other devices.
4.2.2 Phasor data concentrator
A PDC works as a node in a communication network where synchrophasor data from a number of PMUs or PDCs is
processed and fed out as a single stream to the higher level PDCs and/or applications. The PDC processes
synchrophasor data by timestamp to create a system-wide measurement set.
Additional functions may be provided, as follows:
a)

Performs various quality checks on the phasor data and inserts the appropriate flags into the correlated data
stream.

b)

Checks for disturbance flags and recordings of data files for analysis.

c)

Monitors the overall measurement system and displays the results, as well as recordings of the performance.

d)

Includes a number of specialized outputs, such as a direct interface to a supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system or energy management system (EMS).

In one mode of operations, local PDCs, as shown in Figure 1, aggregate and time-align synchrophasor data from
multiple PMUs and feed the data to applications. Mid- and higher-level PDCs collect synchrophasor data from
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multiple PDCs, conduct data quality checks, and feed the data to applications. The PDCs may be recognized as a
function rather than as a stand-alone device or hardware/software package, and can be integrated into other systems
and devices. A structured hierarchy of distributed PDCs may be formed to serve a hierarchy of systems: substation,
utility, control area, reliability coordinator, and interconnection level. Distributed PDCs may also interact with each
other on a peer-to-peer basis among utilities, control areas, and reliability coordinators. Each layer in the hierarchy
may be serving different data requirements (e.g., latency, quality, resolution), with archival and event triggering and
data capture requirements driven by applications. Since local PDCs represent a local point of failure for the data
stream, backup and bypass options are needed for mitigating such failures.
4.2.3 Application support
If a deployed synchrophasor system has only one real-time application, such a data concentration function could be
an integral part of the application. However, a synchrophasor system typically implements multiple functions, where
sharing the same phasor data concentration function by using a dedicated PDC device/subsystem may become a
more viable choice.
Typically, a PDC receives phasor data from multiple sources, performs aggregation of the data received following
the rules specified within the PDC, and makes the aggregated data available to applications. Examples of
applications utilizing phasor data are wide-area situational awareness, wide-area measurement system (WAMS), and
wide-area monitoring, protection, and control (WAMPAC). As a part of application support, a PDC may also
support data storage and archival, event detection/monitoring, etc. Applications may require real-time data access or
historical data access. A PDC uses real-time data access to limit overall synchrophasor data latency as shown in
Figure 2. A PDC uses historical data access to retrieve any logs.
In addition, a PDC may support other functions within the same system. Examples of such PDC functions are data
validation, data format, coordinate and/or protocol conversion, data scaling, etc. A PDC may also support
monitoring, alarming, and logging of its own performance, as well as the throughput statistics and other
characteristics of the data handled by the PDC.
If a PDC supports event logging, the event logs may be mapped into Common Format for Event Data Exchange
(COMFEDE) per IEEE Std C37.239™-2010 [B16]. If it supports data logging, the data values may be mapped to
either a Comma Separated Value format (CSV) or a Common Format for Transient Data Exchange (COMTRADE)
per IEEE Std C37.111™-1999 [B11]. When mapping synchrophasors into COMTRADE, the schema for the
mapping should be based on the IEEE PES PSRC Working Group H8 Report, Schema for Phasor Data Using the
COMTRADE File Standard [B19].

4.3 Multiple data streams from PMUs and PDCs
A PMU or a PDC may transmit its data in one or more separate data streams. Each stream may have different
content and may be sent at a different rate. The destination of each stream may be different device(s) and location(s)
(multicast data is sent to multiple destinations). Each stream must then be individually controllable, and have its own
identification and a separate configuration control. This feature is useful for sending data to different devices with
different purposes, allowing streams with different wait times and class of service (M and P class), as specified in
IEEE Std C37.118.1™-2011.

4.4 Synchrophasor system communications
Synchrophasor system communication plays an important role in the overall functionality and performance of a
production-grade synchrophasor system. Communication systems should ensure that the required quality of service
(QoS) of each synchrophasor data flow can be met individually. QoS is stated in terms of IEEE Std 802.1Q™ [B5]
7
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and IETF RFC 791 [B22]. The IEC 61850-90-5 profile requires that the data interface provides IEEE 802.1Q QoS
priority tagging. IEC 61850-90-5 also recommends the use of IETF RFC 2474 DSCP (differentiated services code
point) [B23] and IETF RFC 3168 ECN (explicit congestion notification) [B24] in the IETF RFC 791 type of service
(ToS) field in the IP header, where DSCP can be set by the PDC but the ECN is set by the intermediate systems.
IEEE Std C37.118.2™-2011 provides no equivalent QoS and ToS requirements. When using the IEEE Std
C37.118.2-2011 and prioritization is required, QoS and ToS will have to be implemented either through
communications network design that is external to the protocol or through an implementation of QoS and ToS in the
PDC. PDCs implementing serial communications have no equivalent QoS or ToS mechanism.
4.4.1 Synchrophasor data transfer protocols
The synchrophasor communication protocols continue to evolve. There are a number of protocols that either have
been developed or are under active development. These include some custom protocols (e.g., BPA/PDCstream),
IEEE Std 1344-1995, IEEE Std C37.118-2005, IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011, and IEC 61850-90-5 protocols. The use
of IEEE Std 1344-1995 is discouraged. It should be noted that at present, there are two standards for the
communication of synchrophasors—the IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011 and the IEC 61850-90-5. Additionally, it should
be noted that it is expected that the profiles defined in the IEC Technical Report are planned to be incorporated in
the addendum to Edition 2.0 of the IEC 61850 Standard [B1]. At present, the IEEE Std C37.118-2005 protocol is
widely implemented. Note that the IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011 protocol was designed to be backward compatible
with the 2005 version of the synchrophasor standard.

4.5 Cyber security
PMUs and PDCs can provide access to utility networks that can be serial and/or Ethernet network based.
Implementers should understand the security environment that these devices are placed within and include specific,
tangible requirements that must be implemented, so that the security requirements for that environment are met. It
should be noted that PMU/PDC functionality and/or performance may be impacted by security measures.
Specification of end-to-end security of a synchrophasor data system is beyond the scope of this guide.
Proposed IEEE PC37.240 Draft Standard D13.0, March 2013, Cyber Security Requirements for Substation
Automation, Protection, and Control Systems [B17] is one standard presently under development which specifically
addresses technical requirements for substation cyber security and presents sound engineering practices. IEEE Std
1686™ [B9] defines the functions and features to be provided in IEDs to accommodate critical infrastructure
protection (CIP) programs. For protecting serial PDC communications, synchrophasor, or any other protocols
related to SCADA and engineering access, IEEE Std 1711™ [B10] defines a cryptographic protocol to provide
integrity, and optional confidentiality, for cyber security of substation serial links. IEC 61850-90-5 refers to
IEC 62351 [B4], which defines cyber security functions such as authentication, encryption, and multicast key
exchange that can be applied to synchrophasors when using IEC 61850.

5. PDC functional requirements
A PDC may perform several functions applied to synchrophasor data streams. The need for these functions depends
on the applications being served by synchrophasor data and the design of the synchrophasor systems.
This clause provides a description of functional requirements of the following PDC functions:
a)

Data aggregation

b)

Data forwarding
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c)

Data communications

d)

Data validation

e)

Data transfer protocol support

f)

Data transfer protocols conversion

g)

Data format and coordinate conversion

h)

Data latency calculation

i)

Reporting rate conversion

j)

Output data buffering

k)

Configuration

l)

Phase and magnitude adjustment

m)

Performance monitoring

n)

Redundant data handling

o)

Duplicate data handling

p)

Data re-transmission request

q)

Cyber security

5.1 Data aggregation
Data aggregation function could be performed with or without time alignment. It should preserve data quality, time
quality, and time synchronization indications from each signal, and include the data quality information assigned by
the individual sending devices to the output data frames.
It would be desirable to include additional information about the data, such as the nature of any data
manipulation done by the PDC, e.g., calculation, interpolation, etc. This is currently not provided in the data
frames by IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011 and IEC 61850-90-5. However, IEEE C37.118.2-2011 provides this
information in the CFG-3 frame.
5.1.1 Data aggregation with time alignment
The PDC aligns data received from PMUs/PDCs and transmits the combined data in one or more output data
streams to other PDCs or applications such as archiving, visualization, or control.
Data coming into a PDC has been timestamped by the PMU with a time referenced to UTC, absolute time.
Data aggregation with time alignment refers to waiting for data with a given timestamp from all sources, placing that
data in a packet, and forwarding it. The PDC aligns received PMU/PDC data according to their timestamps, not their
arriving order or arriving time.
Time alignment to absolute time refers to waiting no more than a specified absolute wait time after a timestamp time
for data with that timestamp. This requires that the PDC is synchronized to UTC.
Time alignment to relative time refers to waiting no more than a specified relative wait time after an event. An event
may be the arrival of the first data with a specific timestamp.
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Different applications may have different latency and data requirements, creating the need for the PDC to furnish
multiple data streams.
For example, a protection/remedial action application may require selected signals to be available with only a short
delay (such as 30 to 40 ms). If all the required signals are not available within the specified time, the control
application could act on as many signals as are available, rather than wait for each required signal to become
available.
A visualization application may require only the signals selected for the display, and it may be able to wait for as
long as one second before deciding to use whatever data is available rather than waiting any longer.
A long-term data archival application may need all the received data, and may be able to wait a very long time, as its
data may be useable for years.
The PDC should indicate when data is absent in its outgoing data stream. The PDC should also accept such
indications from the sender, and interpret them appropriately. For example, in IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011 specific
values (NaN) are used to substitute absent data. Other standards may use alternative methods, such as tagging the
data as absent, as done in IEC 61850.
5.1.2 Data aggregation without time alignment
For some applications, it is desirable to receive a set of synchrophasor measurements with minimum latency.
However, to reduce data loss due to late data arrival, longer wait times are needed. These increase latency. To
address these conflicting requirements (no loss of data due to late arrival and minimum latency), a PDC could
aggregate all the data required for the output destination without time alignment and transmit it periodically, for
example, by using a user-configurable input buffer time, as specified in IEC 61850.
Data aggregation without time alignment may include periodic data transmissions with a user-settable transmission
interval or data size.
As there are no requirements for time alignment, timestamps, data content, data sequence, etc. for an aggregated
stream without time alignment, the PDC should identify each signal in its aggregated data transmissions.
Note that data aggregation is performed from multiple input streams to one or multiple output streams.

5.2 Data forwarding
To minimize PDC latency, a PDC could support data forwarding. Data forwarding is performed from one input to
one output, or from one input to multiple outputs. No data aggregation is performed in this case.
Data forwarding can be performed without data modification (also referred to as pass through) or with data
modifications. Data modification may include data format and coordinate conversion, phase and magnitude
adjustments, decimation, interpolation, etc.
Selective data forwarding is the process of selecting and forwarding a specific subset of data to one or more outputs
and another subset of that data to other output(s). Selective data forwarding could also be supported as a data
forwarding function. Data modification may or may not be performed in this case.
Note that when data forwarding is used, time alignment may be performed by the receiving end devices or by the
application, if it is required.
A PDC manufacturer should specify if, and what kind of, data forwarding is supported.
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5.3 Data communications
Data communications is one PDC function that allows a PDC to connect with other devices via serial- and Ethernetbased networks. Typically, a PDC receives synchrophasor data and carries out data alignment or any other function
on synchrophasor data. In addition, the time-aligned, or otherwise processed, data are typically transmitted to either
a data storage system (internal or external to the PDC) or an application.
To be able to perform data alignment or any other function on data, a PDC needs to be able to receive synchrophasor
data. Accordingly, data communications using serial and/or Ethernet networks is one of the functions that a PDC
performs.
5.3.1 General aspects of synchrophasor system communications
The synchrophasor system communications include both data and command communications.
The data communications includes both streaming data and configuration information.
Data communicated in a synchrophasor system includes synchrophasors, frequency, rate-of-change-of-frequency,
analog values, digital values, and status information. The message includes a timestamp associated with the
measurements, and is transmitted from source to destination(s) on a continuous and sequential basis.
Data transfer is typically client-server based using either auto-initiation or a data request command. In the autoinitiation mode, data transmission is implemented without waiting for any request from any destination
devices/applications for each individual data point in the series. In the data request command mode of operation a
client (the PDC) sends a data request command to the server (a PMU or another PDC). The server then responds
with the requested data.
The data communications in a synchrophasor system could be one-to-one (i.e., from one source to one destination)
and/or one-to-many (i.e., from one source to multiple destinations). Either mode may be implemented on Ethernetbased networks, but serial networks are generally one-to-one unless the serial connection is specially modified to
allow a one-to-many connection.
The command communications of a synchrophasor system includes various synchrophasor command frames. For
example for IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011, the synchrophasor command frames provide commands to the PMU to
initiate streaming, to stop streaming, to retrieve the header frame, to retrieve the configuration frame, and to execute
user-defined controls. For IEC 61850-90-5, the control of the synchrophasor system is executed through a control
block. The control block manages enabling or disabling of streaming, controlling the reporting rate, configuration
revision, configuration of destination address, and enabling or disabling of security.
The command communications of a synchrophasor system may be one-to-one using serial or Ethernet networks.
When using Ethernet networks, command communications typically uses TCP over IP, but can also use UDP over
IP. Command communications are independent of the protocols used for the data transmission.
Depending on how a synchrophasor system is built, it may use single or multiple synchrophasor data transfer
protocols and single or multiple general communication protocols within the system, e.g., TCP/IP and UDP/IP. The
use of multiple protocols could result from the gradual system build-up or interconnection requirements with other
systems.
In addition, while most synchrophasor systems are deployed by individual entities, such as utilities and independent
system operators (ISOs), they generally need to interconnect with each other to utilize functions for wide-area
monitoring, protection, and control applications. Since the deployment pace of each individual system within an
entity is determined by that entity, and in many cases without specific coordination with other entities, there is a
probability that such interconnected systems may need to use multiple communication protocols.
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5.3.2 Physical ports and communication channels
The PDC may be capable of supporting communications through multiple physical ports and/or communication
channels, using different physical media. This could be accomplished using multiple Ethernet ports and/or multiple
serial ports.
It may be possible to configure the PDC to carry all input and output data channels to use the same physical port or
communication channel, or to separate them to use different physical ports and/or communication channels.
Further, it may be possible to configure the PDC to separate multiple input data channels to use different physical
output ports and/or communication channels.
It may be possible to configure the PDC to carry both data and command traffic on the same physical port or
communication channel, or to separate them to use different physical ports and/or communication channels.
5.3.3 Ethernet ports
5.3.3.1 TCP and UDP
The PDC may be capable of supporting communications using both transmission control protocol (TCP) and user
datagram protocol (UDP), refer to IETF RFC 793 [B21] and RFC 768 [B20].
The PDC may be configurable to use either TCP or UDP for command communications with each PMU or PDC.
The PDC may be configurable to use either TCP or UDP for its data communications with each PMU or PDC.
The PDC may support using TCP for commands and using UDP for data communication and configuration with
each PMU or PDC.
5.3.3.2 IPv4 and IPv6
The PDC may support IPv4 and IPv6 protocols, refer to IETF RFC 791 [B22] and IETF RFC 2460 [B25].
5.3.3.3 Multicasting
The PDC may be capable of supporting IP multicast when using UDP/IP for streaming data communications.
The PDC may support receiving UDP/IP multicast input data from multiple data sources.
The PDC may support sending data as UDP/IP multicast output data stream. The destination multicast IP address
should be user-configurable.
5.3.4 Serial ports
The PDC may need to support communications using asynchronous serial communication physical or virtual ports.
These serial ports may support a variety of baud rates, where each end of the connection must match serial
communication configuration parameters such as baud rate, parity, and number of stop bits. Because PMUs and
PDCs are generally always transmitting data, serial channels are typically point-to-point. It is possible to modify
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RS232 serial channels to allow one-to-many types of connections, where the PDC is transmitting synchrophasors to
many end points or a PMU is transmitting to redundant PDCs.

5.4 Data validation
A PDC may perform basic data validation and checking for the data arriving at the PDC. It includes checking the
data status flags and time quality of all PMUs, and performing data integrity checks (such as cyclic redundancy
check [CRC]) on all received data. Any errors detected and suspected corrupt data should be flagged in output data
stream(s). More advanced data validation techniques such as message authentication techniques, etc. could also be
supported. These techniques and their limitations should be clearly specified.

5.5 Data transfer protocol support
PMU data may be available in different synchrophasor data transfer protocols such as IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011,
IEEE Std C37.118-2005, IEEE Std 1344-1995, IEC 61850-90-5, and new profiles as they become defined. This
function allows a PDC to receive, interpret, and transmit data in the supported protocol. As a minimum, a PDC
should support receiving, parsing, interpreting, and sending data in compliance with at least one synchrophasor data
transfer protocol.

5.6 Data transfer protocols conversion
PMU data may be available in different synchrophasor data transfer protocols such as IEEE Std C37.118, IEEE Std
1344-1995, IEC 61850-90-5, etc. If a PDC supports multiple synchrophasor data transfer protocols, it should convert
synchrophasor data from one synchrophasor data transfer protocol to another to the extent possible.

5.7 Data format and coordinate conversion
Synchrophasor data may arrive at a PDC in rectangular or polar coordinates. In each of these, it may be in fixed
integer or floating-point format. A PDC may convert data between each of these formats, depending on the needs of
the applications used.

5.8 Data latency calculation
Latency, in a packet-switched network, is the delay time between a sender transmitting a packet and a user receiving
it. There are multiple sources of latency, for example: the physical distance between the two ends of the system and
the processing of the packet in intermediate network devices. Because communication traffic volume and errors in
transmission can affect intermediate delays, latency is sometimes not very predictable. Applied to the PMU/PDC
system, synchrophasor data latency could be taken to include the factors just described and also to include factors
such as PMU calculation and processing time, PMU–PDC data transmission time, PDC processing time, etc. It will
be different at different points in a hierarchical data network. It will increase cumulatively at successive data
destinations such as the substation PDC, the TO control center PDC, the ISO control center PDC. Examples
showing synchrophasor data latencies for different use cases are given in IEC 61850-90-5.
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In a synchrophasor data network, measurements are made at specific time instances, and they may be made at
physically distant locations. However, with a common, synchronized time source such as a GPS clock, the
measurements are synchronized in time. They are then transmitted to a common location for use by wide area
applications. A representative part of a synchrophasor data network with two synchrophasor data measurement
points is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 —Example of synchrophasor system with synchrophasor data latencies
Real-time access refers to the PDC’s ability to provide synchrophasor data fast enough to meet the destination’s
needs. For real-time access, low data latency is important. If the data arrives too late, it may be useless for fast
control applications. Slower applications (such as visualization) can tolerate higher data latency, and a data archive
can tolerate the highest latencies.
The delay experienced by data from any given PMU between the originating PMU and the destination PDC is a
combination of several elements. It is identified as synchrophasor data latency in Figure 2. In this figure, two PMUs
are shown with the same latency (called PMU reporting latency). Data from one of the PMUs arrives at the next
PDC (PDC n) before the other, and the PDC waits for the second set of data before sending both on to the next PDC.
While the time from the arrival of the first data at the PDC to the time the complete set is sent forward is typically
thought of as PDC “latency,” at least some of the time is actually spent just waiting for the communication network.
Examples or cause of delay (or latency) and typical delay ranges can be found in IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011, Table C.2.
Among these are PDC processing and alignment (2 ms to 2+ s), communication distance (3.4 to 6 μs/km),
communication system buffering and error correction (0.05 ms to 8 s), and application input (0.05 to 5 ms). More
details on IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 latency specification can be found in Annex C.
A PDC may calculate, store, and communicate synchrophasor data latency of the data as it arrives and is validated at
the PDC. It may also support statistical computations to allow for additional latency analysis.
A PDC manufacturer should specify whether synchrophasor data latency calculation is supported. Latency
calculation requires synchronization to a UTC time source such as a GPS clock. The calculated latency values may
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be stored for statistical analysis and reports to the user. These may include functions such as minimum, maximum,
average, deviation, etc., over a specified period. Such analysis would allow assessment of communication network
performance.
Latency calculations could also be performed on archived data, if the archive supports recording of the time of
arrival of the data that has been archived.

5.9 Reporting rate conversion
The reporting rate conversion is defined as changing the reporting rate of a data stream to be different from the input
data stream (e.g., 30 frames per second (fps) to 15 fps, or 30 fps to 60 fps). At the PMU the rate of sampling the
analog input signal is not changed, though the process is sometimes referred to as data resampling. Reporting rate
conversion functions are very useful for merging synchrophasor data arriving at different reporting rates from
different sources. Reporting rate conversion functions are also very useful for converting available data to a rate that
is most suitable for a specific application using synchrophasor data.
A PDC may provide a reporting rate conversion function. This should ideally include both down-conversion and upconversion functions. If this function is not provided, it should be clearly stated in the PDC’s specification. Any
limitations in the conversion functions should also be specified by the manufacturer.
The PDC should support input rate conversion from all rates specified in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 to output
streams having any rate specified in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011.
Reporting rate conversion should be user-configurable to accommodate the compatibility needs of all the devices
and applications in the synchrophasor system, as well as all the applications that might be using the data from the
PDC.
Proper filtering techniques should be applied when using up- and down-conversion function so that the resulting
data stream remains compliant, to the extent possible, with synchrophasor measurement standard
IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011. Reporting rate conversion impact on frequency, phasor values, and time quality should
be documented by the manufacturer.
In the case of IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011, STAT word bit 9 indicates that data was modified, but does not indicate
the nature of this modification since a great number of possibilities exist. This bit alerts the user to the fact that
modifications have been made and measurement characteristics of the PMU may not be exactly applicable. The
CFG-3 frame includes information on the nature of the modification of a data stream, but not on an individual data
frame basis. This should be sufficient to determine the nature of data modification in most cases. Future revisions of
the standard may include additional information that will provide details of the modification on individual data
frame basis.
If data interpolation or extrapolation are not supported and faster reporting rates are required, the data that was not
present due to lower reporting rate may be set to the absent data value (e.g., NaN, not a number, as specified in
IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011), or the previous data may be repeated. Some applications may need to be made aware of
such data absence.

5.10 Output data buffering
A PDC may buffer output data to reduce data losses in case communication to other PDCs or applications is
interrupted. PDC output buffer time is dependent on factors such as communication robustness, data path
redundancy needs, system architecture, applications, etc. These factors affect PDC memory requirements.
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The data in the output buffer could be re-sent to the destination, if communications are restored within a pre-set time
(output buffer time). The PDC should also indicate unavailability of data in the output buffer if the pre-set time has
been exceeded. However, these data may be available from the local archive.
The PDC may support a procedure or a mechanism for the retrieval of such data.

5.11 Configuration
Configuration management is one of the important essential activities of a PDC. It is designed to assure availability
of appropriate data for the local functions of the PDC as well as other applications that receive data from the PDC.
Configuration information (in frames or files) is used to separate signal identities, data format, and other metadata
from synchrophasor data transmissions. This permits better use of communication bandwidth. Some examples of
such configuration information can be found in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 as configuration frames and
IEEE Std C37.111-1999 as files. The configuration data is available as a IEEE Std C37.118 CFG-2/CFG-3
(optional) message, an XML Substation Configuration Language (SCL) file, and through IEC 61850 online data
definition services.
Configuration information is sent by the data source to the data destination ahead of the actual data, to permit the
data destination to interpret the data as soon as it arrives. The configuration information may be sent unsolicited, or
on explicit requests. Unsolicited messages are used in network configurations that, for security purposes, do not
permit PMUs to receive messages. The configuration information may also be sent by destinations to the source,
requesting the source to modify/change the content of the data stream.
Several aspects of handling configuration information are described below.
5.11.1 Configuration information management
A PDC should have available up-to-date configuration information for all input and output streams. It is required to
request appropriate configuration files from PMUs or PDCs whenever it has been off-line for some time, e.g., for
more than one minute as specified by IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011. PMUs are required (by the same standard) to
indicate in their data frames that their configuration has changed, so that the PDC can request a new configuration
file (for example, using CFG-2 configuration frame as defined in IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011). The same mechanism
also applies when a PDC sends synchrophasor data to another PDC.
A PDC should have the ability to retrieve the data stream configuration from a data source (PMU or PDC) after an
incoming data stream interruption and restoration. It could also send the corresponding information to its data
destinations.
A PDC should also have the ability to request a device capability file (a list of all available signals) from data
sources (PMUs, PDCs), combine them, and send the combined list to its data destinations. An example of such a list
is the CFG-1 configuration frame as defined in IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011.
5.11.2 Configuration validation
The PDC should perform a sanity check on the received configuration. This may include checks on the CRC, the
number of bytes expected, and the actual number of bytes received, etc.
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5.11.3 Configuration change management
5.11.3.1 Initiated by data source
The PDC should determine if the configuration has changed by comparing the newly received configuration with the
previously stored configuration.
If the configuration has changed, the PDC should take appropriate action based on user-defined rules to reconfigure
its outputs and communicate the change to all affected output destinations and applications, as far as permissible.
5.11.3.2 Initiated by data destination
This feature allows the control center PDC to configure the whole synchrophasor data network by a set of
configuration change commands to constituent PDCs (at substations). These, in turn, would decode/divide and send
corresponding configuration change commands to their constituent PMUs.
This function may include the following.


A PDC may have the ability to accept a configuration change request from a data destination and modify the
corresponding output stream accordingly.



A PDC may have the ability to split a received configuration change request into appropriate smaller
configuration change requests and send these to its data sources.



A PDC may support a mechanism to communicate acceptance/rejection of configuration change requests
(with reasons) to the requestor.

IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 and IEEE Std C37.188.2-2011 do not support these functions, however, the IEC 6185090-5 profile has full access to dynamic re-configuration functions such as Delete Dataset, Create Dataset, and Set
Dataset Values as well as through the IEC 61850 Substation Configuration Language (SCL). Additionally, all data
values that can be mapped into an IEC 61850-90-5 frame are visible by the receiving device through the Get Data
Definition services.

5.12 Phase and magnitude adjustment
Generally, the PDC function requires the incoming data to be either copied straight into the output data stream, or
converted to a different format (e.g., rectangular/polar, floating/fixed point). The data are expected to be essentially
unchanged. However, at times, a PDC may be required to perform magnitude or phase adjustments on the incoming
signal. There could be two types of such adjustments: calibration type and bulk type. Each of these adjustments is
expected to be set manually, based on calibration factors, phase rotation sequence, transformer ratios, phase angles,
etc.
Calibration type adjustments are those that require small changes to the magnitude/phase of a signal, typically within
5% of the magnitude, or within 5 degrees of the phase. The purpose of calibration adjustments is to correct for
known Type B (systematic) errors in the measurement chain. These may be useful for a PDC, especially for a
substation PDC, but generally, this function is performed in a PMU.
Bulk type phase and magnitude adjustments are those that require large changes to the phase/magnitude of a
synchrophasor signal. These are useful, for example, when a signal needs to be referenced across a transformer (e.g.,
the PMU is connected to the 230 kV side of a transformer, but synchrophasor data are needed on the 500 kV side),
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when the phase identification of the destination system is different (ABC versus ACB) from the source system, or
when the quantities are being referenced across a wye-delta (or star-delta) transformer.
A PDC could have the capability to adjust synchrophasor magnitudes and phases by user-settable parameters. While
it is possible to monitor or compute high-side voltage from the low-side value across a transformer, or vice versa,
magnitudes may be calculated with relative accuracy using the turns-ratio of the transformer. However, phase angles
vary considerably as a function of power transfer. Care should be taken when using this data to make appropriate
angle corrections based on the transformer characteristics.

5.13 Performance monitoring
The PDC is the best place to monitor the overall measurement system. Monitoring should include both real-time
reporting and recorded data for historical assessment. The real-time monitor should demonstrate that the PDC is
currently operating and what the state of operation is. State of operation includes the status of each input and output
and recent operating history.
A PDC may have performance monitoring functions to monitor quality of data and communication with other PMUs
and PDCs. Performance monitoring includes errors, events, and overall system operation. The first category of error
is that reported by the data source which can be a PMU or another PDC. These conditions include loss of time sync,
computation PMU error (as defined in IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011), timestamp error, and invalid data (missing or test
condition). The second error category is communications related issues, such as lost connections (when using a
connected state), buffer overflow, and related issues detectable by the PDC. The third category is internal PDC
problems such as system reset, program error, memory overflow, etc. These error problems may be recorded with a
timestamp and reported.
System monitoring may include logging of


Total number of measurements not received but expected



Measurements received with values out of range, per absolute range checks or model-based data validation



The quality of received synchrophasor data



Measurements received but corrupted



Good data received, but with a bad timestamp so it cannot be integrated as expected



Good data

This logging may be categorized by input device so the performance of each input can be assessed. Any periodic
totals and statistics could also be provided, as further described below.
Special monitoring functions may be required for special applications and requirements. Latency in data reporting
can be monitored for controls or communication performance statistics. The PDC can timestamp the arrival and exit
times of the various messages and compute various latencies based on these timestamps. In cases where PMU data is
sent from redundant sources, the PDC should select the best data based on the data quality as defined by the user. In
these systems, monitoring can provide statistics regarding the performance of each source or path. Other special
functions not yet planned will be implemented and appropriate monitoring will be required. Monitoring is required
for every function to assure performance and provide a means for assessing needs for further development.
The PDC may allow the user to designate a preferred source for data to be included in an output stream. The PDC
may also permit the user to designate alternate source(s) for the output stream if the preferred data fails to arrive.
The criteria for such alternate data source selection may include time quality bits, PMU status bits, first data to
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arrive, preferred data source, lack of data from one device, etc. When possible the PDC should indicate in the output
stream that the alternate data source is used.
The PDC may have some kind of mechanism to prevent repeated errors from overfilling the buffer or causing other
problems.
Monitoring synchrophasor system conditions that affect performance may also be provided by the PDC, for
example, loss of communication links, resets, configuration changes, etc.
Since various errors or good data counts can be large, the logging may include total numbers as well as periodic
totals by minute or hour, rather than individual timestamps. Statistics could also be provided.
Indications and alarms could also be generated.
Information storage structure and data access mechanisms to the performance monitoring parameters are vendor
specific, and are not covered in this document. Traditional data storage has been in files. Newer systems store data
directly to a database or historian. These newer approaches are easier and faster to use but require more storage
space and software to operate.

5.14 Redundant data handling
To support redundancy the PDC may receive redundant data. Redundant data are clearly distinct, and the PDC may
deal with them as though they are separate data. The PDC should be able to handle redundant data sent either in
aggregated or time aligned PMU streams.
The PDC may allow the user to designate a preferred source for data to be included in an output stream. The PDC
may also permit the user to designate alternate source(s) for the output stream if the preferred data fails to arrive.
When possible the PDC should indicate in the output stream that the alternate data source is used.

5.15 Duplicate data handling
The PDC may receive duplicate data in time aligned and aggregated data streams or data sent by alternate
communication paths and may need to handle it so that duplicate data are not propagated.
The PDC should be capable of discarding all data duplicates. For example, a PDC may use the data that arrives first,
and discard the duplicate data that arrives later.

5.16 Data re-transmission request
During data transmission between a PMU and a substation PDC, or between a substation PDC and a control center
PDC, it is possible that the data never arrives at the destination. This could easily happen with UDP frames. It is also
known to happen with TCP frames, when the data connection is dropped after a reaching a timeout and has to
be re-established.
The data source (e.g., a PMU or a PDC) may support data storage to handle this situation. This storage need affects
PDC memory requirements.
The data source needs to be made aware that the data has not reached its destination. A PDC may implement a data
retrieval mechanism to request the data source to re-transmit the data that failed to arrive.
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Such a mechanism is not supported by the synchrophasor protocols IEEE Std C37.118-2005, IEEE C37.118.2-2011,
and IEC 61850-90-5. However, there is a need for the implementation of such a function to recover data. While
presently there is no standard, proprietary mechanisms exist in the industry. Until standards are developed for this
function, the mechanism may be developed by an implementation agreement between different vendors.

5.17 Cyber security
Cyber security may be governed by the application, regulatory compliance, or best practices. At a high level, cyber
security for information technology (IT) focuses on three aspects of the electronic information communication
systems:


Availability



Integrity and authenticity



Confidentiality

Availability is typically addressed by redundancy and security measures to prevent denial of service attacks.
Integrity is the validity of the data and authenticity ensures the correct source. Integrity and authenticity are
accomplished through means such as digital signatures or various types of authentication codes (e.g., message
authentication code [MAC], or hash-based message authentication code [HMAC]).
Confidentiality is achieved by preventing inadvertent disclosure of information and is accomplished through the use
of encryption, access control, and the appropriate processes and procedures.
When applied to PDCs, cyber security should evaluate all PDC interfaces while maintaining the reliability of the
PDC. PDC cyber security likely goes beyond simply securing synchrophasor communications, but any
communications and access to the PDC. Security practices that are poorly applied to PDCs may degrade PDC
performance and/or functionality.
A PDC may be connected to “untrusted networks” as well as PMU(s). Securing those network connections is more
than just securing synchrophasors and is beyond the scope of this guide.
The PDC may need to implement access controls, firewalls, intrusion detection functions, and more. Several
standards help cyber security practices and programs. The following standards specify functions relevant to cyber
security beyond synchrophasors: IEEE Std 1686 [B9], IEEE PC37.240, D13.0, March, 2013 [B17] and IEEE Std
1711 [B10].
IEEE Std 1686 specifies:


Electronic access control (password defeat mechanisms, number of passwords supported, password
construction, role-based access control)



Audit trail/logging (capacity, information to be stored, events, alarms)



Supervisory monitoring and control (events, alarms, permissive control)



Configuration software (access, permission, version control)



Communications port access (port control, data transmission encryption)



Firmware quality assurance
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PDCs may be required to support centralized access control protocols (such as Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol [LDAP]), and to implement firewall and intrusion detection functions. PDCs may be capable of
interrogation by security monitoring tools that identify the running state, firmware, configurations, and other
relevant information. Logging capabilities to track system states and changes for forensic examination will probably
be provided.
Proposed IEEE PC37.240 Draft D13.0, March, 2013, Draft Standard for Cyber Security Requirements for
Substation Automation, Protection, and Control Systems, is one standard presently under development which
specifically addresses technical requirements for substation cyber security and presents sound engineering practices.
IEEE PC37.240 Draft D13.0 presents the minimum requirements and best practices for a substation cyber security
program, keeping in perspective the technical, economic, and operational feasibility of deployment. A utility
deploying a cyber security program which meets the requirements of this standard will have developed a program
which considers all of the above elements, and represents the best practices as employed by the industry.
IEEE Std 1711-2010 defines a cryptographic protocol known as Substation Serial Protection Protocol (SSPP). SSPP
provides for the integrity and optional confidentiality of asynchronous serial communications. SSPP assures serial
message integrity, that messages are not modified, forged, spliced, reordered, or replayed. SSPP provides this
assurance by encapsulating each message in a cryptographic envelope. When an integrity problem arises in an
incoming SSPP message, whether due to communications errors or malicious actions of an adversary, SSPP simply
ignores the message. Detection and retry of ignored messages is left to the application. SSPP supports several cipher
suites that provide differing security properties. All cipher suites assure integrity. Some suites also provide
confidentiality, although this property is a secondary goal of the design. SSPP is largely independent of the
underlying communications and is suitable for implementation in end devices or bump-in-the-wire devices. Using
IEEE Std 1711-2010 comes with a price in bandwidth requirements, adding significant overhead depending upon
the existing channel bandwidth and IEEE Std 1711-2010 implementation.
IEC 61850-90-5 refers to IEC 62351-5 and IEC 62351-6 [B4] and specifies:


Information integrity and authenticity is required (authentication)

 Confidentiality is optional (encryption)
IEC 61850-90-5 provides for application-layer protocol data unit (APDU) authentication by the use of a digital
signature code. Although it is desirable to provide end-to-end authentication and integrity protection, such protection
cannot be assured if the contents of multiple APDUs are repackaged into another APDU. Such repackaging may
occur within the PDC and the new packets should include the digital signature of the original packets.
IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011 is a data transfer standard covering messaging and message contents. It can be used with
any communication protocol and consequently does not include cyber security requirements. The most common
implementations use raw TCP and UDP without cyber security. For cyber security other security methods such as
virtual private networks (VPNs) and secure socket layer (SSL) should be followed.
As cyber security standards and practices evolve, care should be given to addressing synchrophasor latency that may
be introduced by applying security measures to a PDC.
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6. PDC performance requirements
This clause specifies the performance requirements for some PDC functions, and follows the functional
requirements.

6.1 PDC latency
6.1.1 PDC latency overview
This subclause covers an overview of the factors that affect the synchrophasor data latency and loss of data (refer to
Figure 3). These factors include the latency of the data from the PMU, the latency caused by the network between
the PMUs and the PDC, the latency caused by the network between the PDC and higher level PDCs, the PDC
operation mode, and the PDC data processing completion time. This overview focuses on those factors that are
related to the PDCs. The latency issues related to the PMU are covered in the IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011,
IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011 and IEEE Std C37.242TM-2013 Guide for Synchronization, Calibration, Testing, and
Installation of Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) for Power System Protection and Control. The latency issues due
to the interconnecting networks are outside of the scope of this document.
At any point in the progress of data from a PMU through possible multiple levels of PDCs, the latency of the data is
defined as the difference in time interval between the timestamp on the data and the UTC time for the point in
question. For this overview the main points of interest are the PMU timestamp value, the UTC time of the data
arrival at the input of the PDC and the UTC time of the data departure at an output of the PDC. The latency through
the PDC depends on the operating mode of the PDC.
6.1.2 PDC latency dependency on PDC operation mode
As stated earlier, the PDC latency is dependent on the PDC operation mode. PDC operation modes are described in
5.1 and 5.2 of this guide and include


Data aggregation (with and without time alignment)



Data forwarding

Data aggregation with time alignment can be further divided into time alignment to absolute time reference and time
alignment to relative time reference.
Included below is a description of the PDC latency for the PDC operation modes described above. It also includes a
consideration of the tradeoff between latency and lost data, if applicable. The descriptions consider the possible
parameter settings and their effect on latency.
Since there is a tradeoff between latency and lost data for some of these modes, the following discussion includes
both of these factors.
The interaction of multiple input and output data streams; each receiving or generating asynchronous content, may
lead to unpredictable PDC performance. This document describes the PDC operation under nominal conditions.
6.1.2.1 Data aggregation with time alignment to absolute time
Consider the case of data aggregation with time alignment to absolute time. The applicable parameters are the
arrival time of the first complete message with a given timestamp, communications latency, data rate of the PDC
output, the absolute wait time, the timestamp time being aligned, and the PDC processing time.
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The PDC latency starts when the first complete data message with a given timestamp arrives at the PDC. The worst
case PDC latency is the absolute wait time, plus the PDC processing completion time. Any data that arrives later
than its timestamp time plus the absolute wait time is lost for that output. PDC latency for data aggregation with
time alignment to absolute time is shown in Figure 3.

(a) no data is lost

(b) data is lost

Figure 3 —PDC latency for data aggregation with time alignment to absolute time
The absolute wait time starts at the timestamp time, shown as time 0 in Figure 3. If the last data arrives before
the absolute wait time has passed, the PDC begins processing immediately, and the PDC latency is as shown in
Figure 3 (a), about 5 time units. If the last data arrive after the absolute wait time, PDC processing will already have
begun (at time 8 in Figure 3 [b]). The PDC latency is a little longer (about 6 time units). However, the last data
(shown cross-hatched in the figure) will not be processed.
6.1.2.2 Data aggregation with time alignment to relative time
Consider the case of data aggregation with time alignment to relative time. The applicable parameters are the arrival
time of the first complete message with a given timestamp, communications latency, data rate of the PDC output, the
relative wait time, and the PDC processing time.
The PDC latency starts when the first complete data message with a given timestamp arrives at the PDC. The worst
case PDC latency is the time of egress of the output data minus the time of the first data arrival at the PDC. This
latency will be approximately the relative wait time, plus the PDC processing time. Any data that arrives later than
the end of the relative wait time is lost. PDC latency for data aggregation with time alignment to relative time is
shown in Figure 4.
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(a) no data is lost

(b) data is lost

Figure 4 —PDC latency for data aggregation with time alignment to relative time

6.1.2.3 Data aggregation without time alignment
Consider the case of data aggregation without time alignment. The applicable parameters are the arrival time of the
first complete message, the PDC user-configurable data collection period (for IEC 61850 system, this is equal to
input buffer time), and the PDC processing time.
The PDC latency starts at the arrival time of the first complete message during PDC data collection period. The
worst case PDC latency will be approximately the PDC data collection period plus PDC processing time. Any data
that arrives at the PDC is forwarded by the PDC so no data is lost.
6.1.2.4 Data forwarding
Consider the case of data forwarding. The applicable parameters are the time of the arrival of the complete data
message, and the PDC processing time.
The PDC latency starts at the time of arrival of the complete data message. The worst case PDC latency is the time
of egress of the output data minus the time of arrival of this message at the PDC. This latency will be approximately
the PDC processing time. Any data that arrives at the PDC is forwarded by the PDC, so no data is lost.
6.1.3 PDC latency requirement
PDC latency is an important measurement and its value should be agreed to between the manufacturer and the user
for a given PDC operation mode employed by the user. Some of the factors affecting the latency are: number of
phasors, number of input data streams, number of data processing functions in operation, size, and number of output
data streams, etc. If a PDC is a part of network of multiple PDCs, then the latency of the entire network need to be
considered.
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6.2 Robustness
A PDC should be robust and able to withstand off nominal conditions. Such conditions may include too much
incoming data, incorrect timestamps, unsupported protocols, etc.

6.3 Environmental
A PDC should be compliant to environmental standards, e.g., IEEE Std 1613TM-2009 and Amendment 1-2010 [B8],
IEC 61850-3 [B2], as applicable based on system design and PDC location.

6.4 Availability and reliability
A PDC should meet availability and reliability requirements consistent with the applications. Reliability is a
parameter that can be “allocated.” That is, reliability goals can be set for individual subsystems (of which the PDC
may be one) in order to reach a specific reliability goal for an overall system. Such a technique requires that the
development effort and risk be balanced among the subsystems. Such considerations are beyond the scope of this
guide.

6.5 PDC data processing
PDC manufacturers should specify the impact of PDC data processing as maximum magnitude difference,
maximum phase difference, and maximum phasor value difference between the input data and the output data. PDC
manufacturers should also specify the maximum PDC latency under any given configuration, as stated in 7.1.3. PDC
data processing may include filtering, reporting rate conversion, interpolation, extrapolation, phase and magnitude
adjustment, etc. For each of these cases a test method should be developed specifying well-defined inputs and
expected outputs.

7. Testing
This clause describes PDC testing and includes test outlines for some of the PDC functions. A few examples of
practical methods for testing many PDC functions are also described to help the users with identifying some of the
tools needed for the tests. As measurement systems and the deployment of applications are evolving, the functions
of the PDC have expanded to include more functions in data handling, processing, and storage. At the same time, the
rapid growth in technology is enabling the development of integrated PDC functions for power systems applications.
Since different PDCs may have different functions, some of the tests in this clause may be relevant to the PDC that
supports those specific functions. Refer to Clause 5 for the functional requirements for those functions that may be
included in a PDC.
Testing can be divided into several categories including certification tests, conformance test, performance tests,
application-specific tests, commissioning tests, and maintenance tests. For example, IEEE Std C37.233 [B14]
defines various types of tests for power system protection testing. In the following clause, specific PDC test types
are discussed.

7.1 Categories of PDC tests
Different categories of tests specific to PDCs are described below.
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7.1.1 Conformance tests
Conformance tests are performed to verify that a specific PDC meets all the requirements of a given set of standards.
The standards need to be specified and the date of the standard included. If the actual tests are not clearly defined in
the standard, the description of the actual test along with explanation of how the test satisfies the requirement in the
standard needs to be included with the certificate of conformance.
7.1.2 Design tests
Design tests are vendor-specific verification of a specific PDC design. The functional specifications should be
provided by the vendor at the time of product delivery. The functional specification should include references to all
the standards that the PDC complies with. The design tests need not include a duplication of conformance tests.
7.1.3 Type tests
Type tests are typically a subset of design tests. Type tests should cover selected core PDC functions and verify
PDC performance for these functions. Such tests are performed during the PDC production cycle to verify that a
given product or product batch meets product functional requirements. In addition some of these tests may be
repeated as a part of the routine maintenance test procedures.
7.1.4 Interoperability tests
PDCs are expected to be a part of system solutions that may require a certain level of interoperability. The
interoperability relates to all the interfaces shown as arrows in Figure 1. Interoperability can be considered an
additional layer of performance requirements, and where deemed necessary, interoperability tests need to be
implemented and performed. The implementation of interoperability tests requires that the product has passed
standards conformance tests.
7.1.5 Commissioning tests
Commissioning tests are used to verify proper PDC installation and operation upon delivery. These may include all
or some of the following: type tests, application-specific tests, conformance tests, and interoperability tests. In
addition, the commissioning tests also include routine tests of consistency of basic installation properties, such as
wiring, startup, re-boot, communication port assignment, etc.
7.1.6 Field tests
Field tests are used to verify proper PDC operation after it has been commissioned. The tests themselves can include
some of the type, application-specific, conformance, or interoperability tests. Maintenance tests are a type of field
tests, and may be performed periodically. Various scenarios may require field testing at selected time intervals other
than regularly scheduled tests (e.g., evaluation after a major upgrade, troubleshooting, etc.).
7.1.7 Cyber security tests
Cyber security tests should be used to verify that a PDC conforms to cyber security requirements and policies that
are in place at the time the application is deployed.
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7.1.8 Application-specific tests
Application-specific tests are aimed at verifying functionality and/or performance of PDCs when supporting
particular applications that use synchrophasor data. These tests require knowledge of the PDC connection
architecture, including its physical location in the context of the installation and its application. Application-specific
tests are not covering the PDC design, but its performance as it relates to the final outcome of the PDC function that
makes sure the application meets expected requirements. To perform such tests, an additional set of PDC
requirements that reflects the application performance may be defined.

7.2 Test interfaces
PDC interfaces that can be used in various PDC tests are shown in Figure 5, where solid arrows indicate interfaces
that usually exist, and dotted line arrows indicate other possible interfaces. These include


Communications interfaces for PDC input and output data streams



Time synchronization interface



User interface (UI)



Database interface



Application programming interface (API)

Figure 5 —PDC test interfaces

7.2.1 Communications interfaces
Communications interfaces support PDC input and output streams. These interfaces are expected to be used in most
test setups.
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7.2.2 Time source interface
A PDC under test may need to be connected to a time source, e.g., a GPS clock. Corresponding test setup
may include the interface between PDC and GPS, as well as between GPS and testing tools and equipment.
The PDC may be connected to GPS directly (using internal GPS receiver), or via IRIG-B or Ethernet (per
IEEE Std 1588TM-2008/IEEE Std C37.238-2011 [B15]).
7.2.3 User interface
Testing of a PDC is expected to include user interface functions allowing configuration and interaction with the
PDC under tests, as well as testing the user interface performance itself.
7.2.4 Database interface
In instances where a PDC is expected to send synchrophasor or other data into a local or centralized database for
further use, it is expected to have a set of test procedures to allow this feature to be tested. In this case, test setup
may include interfacing to the database as well.
7.2.5 Application programming interface
When the use of PDC’s API is required, a test may be needed to verify the functionality. This is especially important
when PDCs are integrated in system solutions and integration tests are specified.

7.3 Test setups
Various setups may be required depending on test types and locations. Offline test setup can be used to test a PDC
independently and online test setup can be used to test an installed PDC. Figure 6 depicts a test setup where a PDC
is tested independently and is interfaced only with testing tools. In such a configuration, PDC input streams are
generated “artificially” using a PMU simulator, and the PDC output is captured or monitored using a PDC simulator
and/or PMU/PDC connection tools. In some cases, depending on test requirements, the PMU simulator and/or the
PDC may need a connection to a GPS clock. It is assumed that the PMU and PDC simulators are part of a test tools
suite that allows for implementation of tests based on a given test specification. This test setup is suitable for lab and
offline testing with steps described below.
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Figure 6 —Offline test setup for testing a PDC independently
The PDC under test is first configured based on the test plan. Then for each test case, the PDC input streams (i.e.,
PMU data) are sent to the PDC and the PDC output streams are captured. The entry time when the input data frames
arrive at the PDC (PDC latency start event) and the exit time when the output data frames leave the PDC (PDC data
egress time) are recorded; refer to Figure 11. The PDC input and output streams are compared based on the
timestamps, and are used for further evaluation. The recorded times can be analyzed to verify the PDC’s
functionality that involves time, such as confirming the waiting time in the situation with missing data or late data.
Different scenarios are possible, including a varying number of input and output streams, data rates,
communications protocols, data formats, etc. Such a test setup can also be used to evaluate performance
characteristics (e.g., PDC latency, processing times, accuracy, etc.).
An online PDC test setup is shown in Figure 7. In this setup, it is assumed that a PDC under test is already installed.
In this scenario, test tools include PMU/PDC listeners that interface with the PDC communications (PDC input and
output streams). The synchrophasor data coming from several PMUs (or other PDCs) is “listened to” and captured
for later comparison with corresponding data captured from the PDC output stream. Monitoring of these tests uses
PMU/PDC listeners, captured data, and test logic to evaluate test results and create test reports.
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Figure 7 —Online test setup for testing an installed PDC
Implementing online testing is more challenging since the listeners have to capture all messages and data streams on
the PDC’s input and output. The entry time when the input data frames arrive at the PDC (PDC latency start
event) and the exit time when the output data frames leave the PDC (PDC data egress time) are recorded; refer to
Figure 11. The input and output data frames are aligned based on the timestamps and are used for further evaluation.
The recorded times can be analyzed to verify the PDC’s functionality that involves time, such as confirming the
waiting time in the situation with missing data or late data. In addition, the presence of the test tools in the system
should not interfere with the required performance of the PMU/PDC network. Test tools require additional
“intelligence” or configurability to be able to properly capture test data and evaluate this data according to the test
cases.

7.4 Tests outline
PDC functions described in Clause 5 should be properly tested to verify their functionality. The tests to be
performed on a particular PDC should be determined by the functions supported by the PDC to be tested.
The subclauses below provide an outline of the tests to be performed for a number of the functions described in
Clause 5. A comprehensive test plan should be developed based on the functions supported by the PDC to be tested.
7.4.1 Time tests
Timing and synchronization are critical elements for several functions described in Clause 5 (e.g., wait time,
synchrophasor data latency calculation, etc.). If a PDC is synchronized to an accurate UTC time source, verifying
the PDC’s proper operation in response to problems that may occur due to clock drift and impaired timing signals is
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essential to achieving a well-functioning system. It is also necessary to confirm the PDC applies time for internal
functions properly. The parameters and conditions that can be tested to determine the effect of clock and time
variances on the PDCs performance are described below.
7.4.1.1 Loss of timing signal
When required by application and supported by a PDC, a PDC should be tested in conditions relevant to the loss of
its input timing signal. This may include loss of GPS signal to the time source and checking the time quality
information generated by the source, loss of the physical timing input connection to the PDC, or, if using a time
distribution network, blocking, or delaying time synchronization signals by using network impairment devices.
7.4.1.2 UTC and local time
A PDC may have the ability to use UTC for calculating PDC latency and local time for event records and time
display. A PDC may be tested for configuration requirements and its ability to apply either UTC or local time. The
details of the testing depend on how the PDC determines the time reference. As a minimum, if the PDC provides
latency measurement functions based on PMU timestamps (which are in UTC), the PDC can be tested with UTC
time input.
7.4.1.3 Date and time change
When a PDC can accept (or provide) local time information for event records, time display, or deriving the UTC, the
PDCs timing functions should be tested to ensure it accommodates date and time changes, such as daylight savings
time, leap year, and leap second. The test may take place during an actual change event or by simulated conditions
where the clock signal represents the behavior and timing information of the change.
7.4.1.4 PDC timestamping accuracy
If a PDC is synchronized for the purpose of applying timestamps to internal processes, the accuracy of that time
needs to be checked. Internal PDC processes may delay time reading, event detection, or other assignment of a
timestamp. For each function that uses accurate time, there needs to be a reference test with known parameters that
can be used to determine that the time is being accurately assigned. For example, a time of arrival function can be
tested by sending data at a precise time and checking the measured time of arrival. These tests should be performed
at various PDC loading and configurations to assure operational issues will not cause further interference.
7.4.2 Data communications tests
Communications testing should be specific to the mechanism(s) supported by the PDC. These should include testing
the physical ports and channels, TCP/UDP, IPv4, IPv6, serial communications, etc.
The testing should include verification of PDC communications with its data sources (PMU and/or other PDCs) and
data destinations (other PDCs).
The testing should verify all command operations (such as data start, data stop, request for configuration
information, etc.), and responses to such commands.
It should include testing for unicast and multicast data streams.
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Testing for abnormal situations should include communications recovery after a loss of a communication channel, a
reboot of an intermediate communications device, etc. Alternately, these tests may be conducted as a part of the
system robustness tests.
7.4.3 Configuration tests
Configuration function deals with the metadata associated with both PDC input and output data streams. Any tests
performed on the configuration function should be performed at both input and output ends. The following
paragraphs describe the tests that could be conducted.
Verification of data stream consistency with the configuration information may include the tests for the sequence of
signals included, the data format used, etc. These tests depend on the details of the synchrophasor data transfer
protocol being supported.
Testing the PDC when there is unsolicited configuration information should be performed by using a deliberate
communication interruption, or a restart of the data source.
A data source implementing a change in the data stream, and indicating such change to the data destination, should
be tested. This should include testing the receiving PDC’s ability to implement the change. The details of the
changes that may be tested depend on the specific metadata attributes supported by the synchrophasor data transfer
protocol in use.
The data destination’s ability to request device capability (for example, by using CFG-1 frame, if
IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011 is used) should be verified with the actual capability of the data source.
The PDC’s ability to perform a sanity check on the received configuration information may be tested by using a
PMU simulator to insert deliberate errors (such as a wrong data size, etc.) in the configuration information and
assessing the PDCs response to such errors.
7.4.4 Data tests
These tests are used to verify the different functions of a PDC that handle the data passing through it. These tests
may be performed by supplying the PDC with predetermined data, using a PMU simulator, and comparing the PDC
output with the known data sent to it.
7.4.4.1 Input data validation
A PDC’s ability to validate the received data may require inserting deliberate errors in the PDC input stream and
verifying the PDC’s performance under such controlled error injection. This may require using PMU simulators
and/or network noise generators.
7.4.4.2 Data aggregation
The data aggregation function may be performed with or without time alignment, thus these cases should be tested
separately. Data aggregation can be tested by setting up multiple data streams as inputs to a PDC, and verifying the
contents of the output stream for the data content, based on the various test configurations. Input streams may be set
up using multiple PMUs (which could be expensive), or synchrophasor data stream simulators. The output stream
can be captured by another PDC or a synchrophasor data listener, and saved for data comparison
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7.4.4.2.1 Data aggregation with time alignment
Data aggregation with time alignment can be tested by verifying that an aggregated data from output represents the
input data measured at the same timestamp and data aggregation function waits for data until the specified time
(wait time) before sending out the aggregated frame.
7.4.4.2.2 Data aggregation without time alignment
Data aggregation without time alignment can be tested with a similar setup. The rules for data acceptance in the
output stream are different, based on periodic data transmission, regardless of timestamps.
7.4.4.3 Data forwarding
The data forwarding function can be tested by methods similar to those used for testing data aggregation without
time alignment.
7.4.4.4 Data format and coordinate conversion
Data format/coordinate conversion testing aims to confirm the correct conversion from one data format to another or
from one coordinate to another by a PDC. For this test, a PDC should be configured to have different data formats in
its input and output streams. Depending on the synchrophasor data transfer protocols in use, there could be different
data formats supported, such as fixed and floating point for scalar magnitudes, and polar or rectangular for phasors.
7.4.4.5 Synchrophasor data transfer protocol support and conversion
Synchrophasor data transfer protocol conversion testing aims to confirm the correct conversion from one protocol to
another by a PDC. This test requires a prior, independent testing of each of the synchrophasor data transfer protocols
supported. It also requires a mapping of all the data points from one synchrophasor data transfer protocol to the
other, and a definition for the handling of unmapped quantities. These are specific to the synchrophasor data transfer
protocol(s) supported by the PDC, for example, IEEE Std C37.118.2 and IEC 61850-90-5.
7.4.4.6 Phase and magnitude adjustment
This function may be tested by comparing a PDC input stream with the output stream generated by the PDC, and
verifying that the data change is consistent with the magnitude and/or phase change settings of the PDC. The data
source for this test may be a PMU or a PMU emulator.
7.4.4.7 Reporting rate conversion
The tests for reporting rate conversion should include both up-conversion and down-conversion. The data/frequency
content of the output data should be consistent with the filter used (if any). The test criteria should be consistent with
the PDC’s specification for the frequency response for a given case (for example, if the data after passing through
the PDC’s down-conversion filter used is expected to meet the IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011).
The PDC may use an absent data tag (such as NaN, used in IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011) insertion in an up-converted
data stream. The test in this case could consist of verifying the existence of this tag, at the correct timestamps in the
PDC output stream.
If the synchrophasor data transfer protocol in use supports an indication of modified data in the PDC output stream,
the test should also check for such an indication.
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7.4.5 Performance monitoring tests
A PDC may support various performance monitoring functions for parameters such as errors, events, data quality,
etc. It may also generate alarms when such parameters exceed preset limits.
The tests for performance monitoring functions depend on the specific details of the supported functions. These may
be tested by using a PMU emulator to supply data to the PDC, inserting deliberate, controlled errors or delays, and
assessing if the PDC performance monitoring functions correctly report errors and current conditions.
7.4.6 Application-specific tests
If a PDC supports any application functions, such as data storage, event detection, etc., it should be tested on such
functions, as may be required by the application.

7.5 Test reporting
7.5.1 One-time tests
For some tests, it may be sufficient to perform the test procedure only once. This is typically the case with PDC
functions that are not subject to frequent changes. For example, various data formats, data communications
protocols, and conversions may stay unchanged for the lifetime of a PDC.
7.5.2 Statistical tests
Some tests may require multiple repetition, and statistical evaluation of the outcome. This is typically the case with
any test that may include random errors such as noise in communications channels and communications failures.
7.5.3 Periodic tests
Periodic tests are common when a PDC is tested for time synchronization consistency, e.g., when time
synchronization uses a direct connection to GPS, a connection via IRIG-B or IEEE Std 1588-2008/
IEEE Std C37.238-2011 over Ethernet.

7.6 Testing tools
Testing tools consist of a combination of various hardware and software tools that allow manual and/or automated
testing based on PDC requirements. Figure 8 shows a very basic approach to analyze given PDC requirements and
creating acceptance tests. The acceptance tests are implemented using testing tools that allow interfacing with the
PDC under test and test reporting. Testing tools can be in a form of individual applications or software libraries.

Figure 8 —Generic setup for PDC testing using testing tools
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7.6.1 Tool classification
Testing tools could support offline and online testing, in the laboratory or in the field. For the offline testing, as
shown in Figure 6, the testing tools directly interface with the PDC under test and generate PMU/PDC streams, and
capture the PDC output stream. Testing tools use generated input streams and receive output streams for analysis of
data and test reporting. The offline tests can be performed either in laboratory or field environments.
For online testing, as shown in Figure 7 the testing tools are expected to interface to installed PMU/PDC by using
data stream “listeners” that should not affect the PMU/PDC operation. Testing tools for online testing should be able
to capture data within predefined or desired time periods so that data from the input streams can be compared with
corresponding data in the output data stream of the PDC under test.
7.6.2 PMU emulators
A PMU emulator is critical for performing offline testing of PDCs. PMU emulators should provide realistic PMU
data streams, desirably in various communication protocols (e.g., IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011), with various
parameters (e.g., data rate, TCP/UDP). In addition, a PMU emulator should have the ability to emulate multiple
PMU/PDC data streams.
7.6.3 Communication emulator
A communication emulator may be needed to model scenarios with network issues (e.g., noise in communication
channels, loss of incoming or outgoing communication, etc.).
7.6.4 PDC/PMU connection tool
The PDC/PMU connection tool is used for capturing and validating data coming from a PDC under test. This tool
may be connected to the output stream of the PDC under test, and will interact with the PDC with commands to
control the PDC output data and configuration information. PDC connection tools are expected to be used mainly in
offline and laboratory test setups.
7.6.5 Data sniffing tools
Data sniffing tools for both input and output streams are used in various test scenarios, for both online and offline
testing, as well as in the field and in laboratory test setups. Data sniffing tools are able to record input and output
data within predefined or desired time, and verify the captured data using input data, configuration, and given
requirements. These tools do not interrupt the data flow, nor do they interact with the PDC with commands to
control the PDC output data. However, they may capture and interpret commands normally flowing between the
connected devices.
7.6.6 PDC test reference library
PDC test reference library is a convenient tool for PDC testing. It is a library of PDC functions used as a reference
when evaluating the PDC under test. When testing a PDC, depending on the requirements and user needs, several tests
may be required, refer to Figure 10 for a typical model. The tests can be organized into a PDC test suite that may be
generic or customized. Figure 9 shows an example of how the test data can be collected prior to running the test cases
from the PDC test suite using reference library. In this case, the criterion to capture the test data is a time window
defined by the timestamps of interest. The test captures all data from PDC input stream(s) with timestamps between
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T start and T end . The corresponding data from the PDC output stream that are timestamped between T start and T end are
captured as well. Both sets of collected data represent the test data that should be used with the PDC test suite.
It is important to note that test data collection in the presented approach works the same way for both online and
offline test setups, refer to Figure 6 and Figure 7. X1, X2, to Xn are sets of PMU data captured based on their
timestamps and predefined time window’s start and end times. The aggregated PDC output stream correspond to the
same time window, and contains sets of data labeled as Y1, Y2, ..., Yn.
The transformation from the input data Xi into the output data Yi may include combinations of several PDC
functions such as data format and coordinate conversion, communication protocol conversion, phase and magnitude
adjustment, etc. When defining tests, the testers need to be familiar with the specifications of the PDC under test, as
well as the configuration and desired application requirements: those parameters help the user determine which tests
to perform and how to define test plans. The selected tests and their test plans constitute the PDC test suite.

Figure 9 —Collecting test data for use with PDC test suite

When executing tests from the PDC test suite, the collected data sets Xi are passed to the PDC reference library
functions, and the results are matched against data sets labeled as Yi. The recorded times at the entry of Xi and at the
exit of Yi can be analyzed to verify the PDC’s functionality that involves time, such as confirming the waiting time
in the situation with missing data or late data. In some tests such as detecting loss of data and verifying data
aggregation, all data sets will be used. Examples of functions from the PDC reference library are given in Table 1.
Functions used for testing a particular PDC should match the requirements for that PDC.
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Table 1 —PDC reference library function examples
Function

Description

Data validation

As a minimum check the IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011, format to include status of the
time quality of all input streams, and perform CRC check on all received data.

Reporting rate conversion

Changing the reporting rate of the output stream to be different from the input stream
(e.g., 30 fps to 15 fps, or 30 fps to 60 fps). The test reference library may need to
include variants of down-conversion and up-conversion to enable a user to pick those
that match specifications of the PDC under test.

Data aggregation with time
alignment

Aggregate and align data from all input data streams according to their timestamp
(not their arriving order or time), to preserve time quality and UTC synchronization
indication.

Data aggregation without time
alignment

Combine multiple variants of input streams into a single output stream to verify that
the result matches specifications of the PDC under test.

Synchrophasor data latency
calculation

Calculate synchrophasor latency for different settings for maximum wait time for
input data streams, to compare results with specifications of the PDC under test.

Configuration validation

Validate configuration and capability to recognize configuration changes, capturing
relevant PMU-PDC messaging.

Data format conversion

Provide conversion between integers and floating point data formats.

Data coordinate conversion

Provide the coordinate conversion between polar and rectangular formats.

Communications protocol
conversion

Verify support for different communications protocols at the PDC input, and check
that communications protocol conversion is performed per specifications of the PDC
under test.

Phase and amplitude
adjustment

Provide configurable phase and amplitude adjustment processing to be checked
against the PDC under test.

Communications validation

Detect loss of communications and check configurable internal buffering to compare
results with specifications of the PDC under test.

7.6.7 Tests programming
PDC testing tools may include capabilities for scripting and programming of the tests based on given PDC
requirements (generic or custom) to allow automated test execution whenever possible. Automated testing can
significantly reduce test times where possible. The test automation should include PMU data generation
(simulation), PDC output data capturing, PMU/PDC listeners, data processing, and associated tests on the input and
output streams (generated or captured).
Each PMU (or PDC) that is feeding data into the PDC under test, as well as the PDC under test, may have various
configuration settings, and those settings need to be known when defining the PDC test suite. The PDC under test may
be configured for different rates, aggregation; data format and coordinate conversion, communications protocols, etc.
Scripting and programmable features are used to define individual tests that can be organized into a PDC test suite.
A PDC test suite example is shown on Figure 10. Tests definition assumes that collected test data are passed to the
PDC test reference library for comparison between outputs from the PDC reference library and outputs collected at
the tested PDC’s output.
It is important to note that the PDC test suite is expected to be customized depending on the specifications of the
PDC under test, application requirements, and configuration settings.
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Figure 10 —PDC test suite example
7.6.8 Time reference
The time reference is difficult to emulate and in most cases, when required, an actual GPS time reference would be
used. The use of GPS simulators is also possible.
Depending on the desired accuracy and test targets, various test setups may take place. A diagram illustrating timing and
various synchrophasor data latency measurements is given in Figure 11. It is expected that PMUs have their internal
calculation and PMU reporting latency. The data is then sent over the network to the PDC under test, shown as PDC n in
Figure 11. One can easily extrapolate the scenario in which there might be additional PDCs in the data transfer sequence.
The PDC n processes the input data and sends it over the network to a higher level PDC, shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 —Example time sequence of synchrophasor data latency measurements
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As described in 5.8, PDC latency can be calculated as a difference between the following parameters:


PDC entry time, which is the time when synchrophasor measurements data reaches the PDC under test, and



PDC exit time, which is the time when the output data containing the corresponding synchrophasor
measurements leaves the PDC under test

A time reference source should provide time for accurate measurement of PDC entry time and PDC exit time. These
two values, together with the timestamps from the input data stream, can be used for further evaluation.
7.6.9 Test reporting tool
Various reporting methods may be used, including manual or automated tools, which can output results in simple
text or spreadsheet formats. The best practice is to cross-reference requirements, test cases, and the outcome of the
comparison between actual and expected results. The complex behavior should be broken into simple sets that can
be illustrated with examples. These examples are further used for test specifications that are part of the PDC test
suite. The test report should follow the organization of the requirements and provide easy traceability between test
results and the desired test requirements.
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Annex A
(informative)
Relevant standards
This annex provides a short overview of relevant current and legacy standards.

A.1 IEEE Std 1344-1995 (R 2001), IEEE Std C37.118-2005, IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011
and IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011
These standards contain detailed PMU performance requirements, and specify the data format used to
stream and collect multiple synchrophasor measurements. Note that some of these are legacy standards that
supersede each other with the latest edition being in power. Since the synchrophasor system functionality
evolved over time, all versions of the standard may be relevant in utility applications and are therefore
listed in this guide. This is typical of large power systems where legacy devices may have to interoperate or
be integrated with latest device technology.

A.2 IEC 61850
The IEC 61850 standard provides interoperable foundation for data exchange among various intelligent
devices. Of special interest to this guide is the Technical Report IEC 61850-90-5 specifying synchrophasor
data mapping and wide area transport using IEC 61850 generic object oriented substation event (GOOSE)
and sample values (SV) data services. This technical report also specifies UDP mapping for both message
types and security mechanisms necessary for reliable synchrophasor data transmission.

A.3 IEC 61970
PDC data may be stored in a common database that requires all data to be represented in the common
information model (CIM) format. In that case, the test may include a check of an ability of a PDC to store
data in the IEC 61970 (CIM) format.

A.4 IEEE Std C37.111-1999
A PDC may need to convert and export COMTRADE files. Where implemented; the PDC needs to be
tested for correct interpretation of COMTRADE files.

A.5 IEEE Std C37.232-2011
This standard applies if the synchrophasor data is to be stored by the PDC using IEEE Recommended
Practice for Naming Time Sequence Data Files.
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A.6 IEEE Std C37.233-2009
This document provides information for system testing of protection systems. Various elements of this
document are relevant to PMU, PDC, and synchrophasor system testing.

A.7 IEEE Std C37.238-2011
This standard applies if the PDC has the capability to be synchronized over Ethernet using the IEEE Std
C37.238 timing solution based on IEEE Std 1588-2008.

A.8 IEEE Std C37.239-2010
This standard applies if the PMU is capable of collecting event data and storing it in the COMFEDE
format. If desired, the PDC may need to have the ability to retrieve files in the IEEE Common Format for
Event Data Exchange (COMFEDE) from the PMU. In the case this format is used, this ability needs to be
tested.

A.9 IEEE PC37.240, D13.0, March, 2013
IEEE PC37.240, D13.0, March, 2013, Draft Standard Cyber Security Requirements for Substation
Automation, Protection, and Control Systems defines cyber security requirements for substation
automation, protection, and control systems. It presents sound engineering practices that can be applied to
achieve high levels of cyber security of automation, protection, and control systems independent of voltage
level or criticality of cyber assets.

A.10 IEEE Std C37.242-2013
IEEE Std C37.242-2013 Guide for Synchronization, Calibration, Testing, and Installation of Phasor
Measurement Units (PMU) for Power System Protection and Control. This working group is focused on the
test requirements for PMUs. Since PMU requirements are well defined by the IEEE Std C37.118 series of
standards, the test requirements are defined to match those requirements.

A.11 IEEE Std 1613-2009 and Amendment 1 - 2010
This standard defines environmental and testing requirements for communications networking devices in
electric power substations. It has been compiled from the relevant clauses in IEEE Std C37.90TM-1989,
IEEE Std C37.90.1TM-2002, IEEE Std C37.90.2TM-1995, and IEEE Std C37.90.3TM-2001. In addition it
requires that the transmit/receive functions be activated during the application of the transients, and
establishes two Performance Classes. In Performance Class 1, the communication functions may be
disrupted during the application of the transients, but recover without human intervention when the
transient is removed. Performance Class 2 requires that the communication functions are not disrupted
during the application of the transients. Given the severity of these transients, Class 2 essentially mandates
the use of fiber-optic cable for all communications.
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Annex B
(informative)
Reporting rate conversion and the associated filtering
This annex describes the details of reporting rate conversion for M class data and associated filtering.
One of the PDC’s main functions is to align phasor measurements from multiple phasor data sources
(PMUs or other PDCs), and generate consolidated data packets that can be recognized and integrated into
user specified applications.
A PMU may measure and compute phasor data at different reporting rates such as 10, 20, 30, or 60 fps.
Phasor users may be using different technologies from PMU manufacturers or request phasor data to be
computed at different data rates. Therefore, PDCs need to be flexible with their input/output data rate
settings.
Consolidation of phasor data with various data rates to a specific output data rate involves data rate
conversion. This annex examines the issues associated with reporting rate conversion as it may cause
aliasing in the final phasor datasets. Both down-conversion and up-conversion are presented below
followed with a general definition of aliasing.
Filtering discussion is primarily applicable to the IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 M class data intended for
power system stability monitoring. M class data needs to be adequately filtered for both up- and downconversion.
P class data is optimized for low latency, snapshot type measurements, and can be down-converted
(decimated) directly, without filtering. It will typically require filtering for up-conversion applications.

B.1 Aliasing
Numerical devices use signal processing to calculate secondary quantities used for a variety of power
system monitoring, recording, protection, and control applications. In signal processing, aliasing refers to
the effect of sampling a high-frequency signal at a low rate. A reconstructed signal with the low-rate
samples would make the original high-frequency signal appear to be a low-frequency signal. An example is
shown in Figure B.1. The original 0.9 Hz signal (high-frequency trace) appears to be of 0.1 Hz (lowfrequency trace) with 1 fps reporting rate.
In order to avoid the aliasing phenomenon, the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem requires that the
sampling rate be higher than twice the highest frequency contained in the signal. If the sampling rate does
not meet the requirement, then higher frequencies will alias to lower frequencies. Additional aliasing
examples can be found in the digital signal processing literature.
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Figure B.1—Aliasing example

B.2 Down-conversion
A PDC may receive phasor data at various rates. According to IEEE Synchrophasor Standard, phasor data
rates can be 10, 20, 30, or 60 fps for 60 Hz fundamental frequency, or 12.5, 25, or 50 fps for 50 Hz
fundamental frequency. Down-conversion is needed when the PDC output rate is lower than the input
phasor rate. Aliasing may occur if the down-conversion is not properly done.
As an example, assume the input data rate is 30 fps and the output rate is 10 fps. If the input signal does not
contain any frequency components that are higher than 5 Hz, then simple decimation by 3 would be
adequate for down-converting the 30 fps signal to 10 fps as it meets the Nyquist–Shannon sampling
theorem requirement. However, in reality, the 30 fps signal would very likely have frequency components
in the range of 5 to 15 Hz. The 15 Hz is the highest frequency a 30 fps signal can effectively capture
according to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem.
In a power system, generator torsional modes are well in this range, and many control devices can generate
oscillations in this range. For example, if there is a 9.75 Hz oscillation in the 30 fps signal, downconverting to 10 fps would make it appear to be 0.25 Hz oscillation. This aliasing occurs as the 5 to 15 Hz
spectrum of the 30 fps signal is folded over into the 0 to 5 Hz spectrum of the 10 fps signal. The 0.25 Hz
oscillation can be mistakenly interpreted as inter-area oscillations. Therefore, prior to down-conversion, the
30 fps signal needs to be pre-filtered so that any frequency components of greater than 5 Hz will be
attenuated. This, of course, means that a real 9.75 Hz oscillation will not be captured in the 10 fps signal.
The appropriate reporting rate for this example would have been at least 20 fps.
In general, a PDC should have anti-aliasing filters to handle aliasing issues. The user should be able to
select the filter based on the frequency range desired.

B.3 Up-conversion
Up-conversion occurs when the input rate is lower than the output rate. Up-conversion can be supported
with or without data interpolation and extrapolation, for example, by setting the data that was not present
due to lower reporting rate to the absent data value, defined in IEEE Std C37.118.2-2011. When used,
interpolation may be implemented using sinusoidal, linear, or second/higher-order functions. Upconversion does not have problems with aliasing but can create new higher frequency components. Highfrequency components can be understood by visualizing a sine wave with a sparse number of dots and then
inserting a new dot between each old dot but alternatively slightly below and then slightly above the curve.
It is pretty easy to see that the process creates a new frequency component at about ¼ of the reporting rate.
That is an exaggerated example, but illustrates that up-conversion can create undesirable signal artifacts.
A better way to up-convert a signal is to apply a low-pass filter to the interpolated signal to remove all of
the higher frequency artifacts, and then re-sample the filtered signal at the required output rate. This
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ensures the resulting signal will not contain any frequency components beyond those present in the original
signal.
Applying filters always cause delays. The benefit of the low-pass filter should be evaluated with respect to
the artifacts caused by the interpolation. A PDC should specify how much error would be introduced due to
its up-conversion mechanism. It should be noted that the up-converted signal, although reported at a higher
reporting rate, does not contain additional information beyond that which was present in the original input.
Once discarded, the high-frequency information cannot be restored by the up-conversion process.
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Annex C
(informative)
IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 latency discussion
This annex provides background information that may be of use while interpreting the IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011
latency specification. It is provided only as a clarification, and is not intended to modify or in any other
way supersede normative requirements specified in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011.
IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 defines performance requirements for measurements that can be collected into a
set with strictly defined measurement times and signal processing system specifications. In doing so, this
synchrophasor standard relies on several key concepts:
a)

Each synchrophasor measurement is associated with a precise timestamp traceable to UTC.

b)

Measurements (PMU output) are performed on a uniformly spaced time grid.

c)

The time grid is precisely aligned with the integer second mark.

d)

The time grid is determined by the PMU reporting rate.

e)

PMU reporting rates are integer submultiples of the nominal system frequency (50 or 60 Hz),
resulting in an integer number of synchrophasor measurements in each UTC second.

f)

Example measurement algorithms are well documented in informative Annex C of
IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011. Algorithms use low-pass filtering to determine signal average spanning
several power frequency cycles.

g)

The PMU manufacturer is made responsible for compensating all internal signal processing delays,
so that the synchrophasor measurement associated with a UTC timestamp t directly corresponds to
the PMU input signal (windowed average) present at time t. Measurement accuracy is required to
give a total vector error of less than 1%.

The first five points above mean that a PMU compliant with IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 is required to
furnish output values at discrete times that are tied to UTC. Suppose we are considering a PMU that is
reporting at a rate of ten reports per second. If we utilize the ISO 8601 standard (for date and time
representation), and omit the higher order terms in the time representation, we could say that the PMU must
report the phasor values measured at T09:51:28.00, 28.1, 28.2, 28.3, and so on, by the requirements of
IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011. It is easy to see that there are exactly 10 measurements made in each UTC
second, and that first of them falls exactly on the UTC second mark. In practical implementation, the term
exactly often means “within ±1 µs” of the actual UTC second mark.
The same principles are used to derive the alternate time grids associated with IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011
specified reporting rates of 60, 30, 20, 15, or 12 measurements per second for the 60 Hz, and 50 or 25
measurements per second for the 50 Hz systems. As stated in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011, support for other
reporting rates is encouraged, including higher rates like 100/s or 120/s or rates lower than 10/s, such as 1/s.
The origin of the “time grid” for reporting measurements is required to be coincident with the UTC second
mark.
The reporting time requirement can be understood by referring to Figure C.1 which illustrates the fact that
each individual synchrophasor measurement represents a value that is averaged (or processed in some such
fashion) by observing the PMU input signal over a finite time interval, shown as a “measurement window.”
The length of the measurement window varies, and is determined by the PMU performance class (P or M),
and additionally in case of M class, the selected reporting rate. In the example of Figure C.1, the interval is
ten cycles.
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Figure C.1—Synchrophasor measurement model
Since IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 is a performance-driven standard, the actual position of the window with
respect to the timestamp is not explicitly defined. It is contained within the definition of the total vector
error (TVE) concept, Subclause 5.3 “Measurement evaluation” and Annex C “Reference signal processing
models.” The intent of IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 is that the performance requirements be met and the PMU
manufacturer should determine how the data are processed to achieve that result. In the examples described
in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011, Annex C, the measurement window is shown centered on the timestamp.
That arrangement is also indicated in Figure C.1 of this guide, which shows two windows centered on the
reporting times 28.1 and 28.2.
Of course, the value being calculated from the input samples is not available until some short time after the
last sample within the time window. There is therefore a short delay before the number is transmitted. This
is shown in Figure C.2, which illustrates the PMU reporting latency.

Figure C.2—Timeline for the example 28.1 time sample
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There can be a problem with interpreting the IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 latency definition, which defines
latency measurements in Subclause 5.3.4. The standard may be interpreted as describing two latencies
defined in the two paragraphs in this annex: Figure C.2 above illustrates a quantity described as PMU
reporting latency. This is a term that appears in the second paragraph of Subclause 5.3.4 with the following
text:
For purposes of this standard, PMU reporting latency is defined as the maximum time interval
between the data report time as indicated by the data timestamp, and the time when the data
becomes available at the PMU output (denoted by the first transition of the first bit of the output
message at the communication interface point).
We could call that latency LRP. Latency in measurement reporting (LMR) is a quantity discussed in the
first paragraph, as
Latency in measurement reporting is the time delay from when an event occurs on the power
system to the time that it is reported in data. This latency includes many factors, such as the
window over which data is gathered to make a measurement, the estimation method, measurement
filtering, the PMU processing time, and where the event occurs within the reporting interval. The
reporting rate and performance class are often the largest factors, since these will determine the
measurement window, filtering, and the length of the interval over which an event will be
reported.
The reader will note that this meaning of latency is not the same as PMU reporting latency, as this one
refers to the occurrence of an “event on the power system.”
These two interpretations are illustrated in Figure C.7. LRP depends on the time interval from the
timestamp to the last sample in the measurement window (generally ½ the length of the window) and the
time to process and emit the measurement. LMR is the delay between an event and when it is reported.
The LMR value depends not only upon the time to make the measurement and send it, but also upon where
within the measurement window the event occurs. That makes it a variable quantity, dependent on timing
events outside the PMU.
Consider an event that happens in a brief time, such as the change in signal amplitude shown in Figure C.3.
The input signal is shown as a sine wave, with a step increase in amplitude at second 28.133. The time at
which this step occurs is not synchronized with anything in particular: it is a randomly timed event in the
input, that is, the power system.

Figure C.3—Input signal with step change in magnitude
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It is clear in this example that there is a delay, between the occurrence of the event (at 28.133) and the
availability of the output data. The output data is delayed from the timestamp time just as before, but since
the “event” took place after the timestamp time, this delay is smaller. Figure C.4 shows the situation.

Figure C.4—Timeline for the “event” at 28.133
The filter chosen to illustrate this example causes the measurement widows to overlap as shown in Figure
C.1 and Figure C.3. It therefore happens that the “event” time shown in this particular example falls within
the measurement window for samples that contribute to the output that will be timestamped 28.1 and the
window for 28.2.
Since the event in the power system is near the end of the first window, its effect on the magnitude estimate
for that timestamp may not be very large. In fact, if we make the approximation that the response of the
PMU to the step Figure C.3 change is proportional to the fraction of the window length that occurs after the
change, we might estimate that the response to the step shown in will produce about a 30% response at the
28.1 timestamp, and a 90% response at 28.2. With the approximation that the output is proportional to the
remaining time-fraction, repeated measurements of steps at various times relative to the window would
produce a response as shown in Figure C.5.

Figure C.5—Output of PMU in response to step change input at various times
with respect to the sampling window
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Figure C.5 shows that, with this simplified response to a step, the output corresponds to half the step when
the step takes place half-way into (at the center of) the window. If the step is a little earlier than that,
the output will be a little greater, and so on. In a real PMU, the effect of filtering will be more evident.
Figure C.6, adapted from Figure 4 of IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011, shows seven estimated values from the
hypothetical output of a PMU responding to the signal in Figure C.3.

Figure C.6—Real-time relation between the time of the step and the time that PMU reports
are available at the PMU’s output

Time alignment of PMU reports with events on the power signals is assured by the requirements on the
results of step tests. These tests place a limit on the time difference between the absolute time of a step in
either magnitude or phase and the timestamp that reports a value of 50% of the step value. This time
difference is referred to as time delay. Time delay is measured by placing the times of the steps at various
positions within a reporting period on different time reporting periods. This test process is a form of
equivalent time sampling. The measurement results from this test process are used to determine the
difference in time between when a step occurs and when the results indicate a value of 50% of the step. The
PMU is considered to have a zero time delay if it reports a value of 50% of the step for a step test that
places the step on the timestamp time.
This maximum value of the delay corresponds to the delay associated with an input change that takes place
just after the timestamp. The calculated output does not reach a value equal to or greater than 50% of the
step change until the following timestamp. That figure of 50% is crucial: the event in the power system is
not deemed to have been reported until the output shows at least 50% of it.
In fact, the reported value may actually be close to 100%, but it is still the first value greater than 50%. The
latency is therefore approximately one timestamp interval plus half the width of the sampling window plus
the calculation time of the PMU. In other words, the maximum value of the LMR is one reporting interval
greater than the LRP.
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Measurement reporting latency compliance specifications can be found in 5.5.9 of IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011.
In the first paragraph it states:
The latency in measurement reporting is a critical factor for measurements used in real-time
applications, particularly controls. In addition to measurement latency there are many factors
contributing to reporting delay, such as communication coding and transmission distance. The
application using the data shall take into account all delays to determine system performance. As
defined in 5.3.4, measurement latency includes not only the various computation delays, but the
effect of where an event occurs relative to the reporting time so that it will always be greater than
one reporting period (1/F s ). These factors are included in this performance requirement.
In the second paragraph it states:
PMU real-time output reporting latency shall be determined for each reporting rate F s using at
least 1000 consecutive messages. The reporting latency is the maximum of these values. The
latency shall be determined to an accuracy of at least 0.0001 s. See Table 12.
The meaning of the two latency interpretations in above two paragraphs is different. However, there is only
one set of requirements, specified in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 Table C.1:
Table C.1—Measurement reporting latency
Performance class

Maximum measurement
reporting latency (s)

P class
M class

2/F s
5/F s

There are significant differences in the difficulty in meeting the requirements of Table 12 from
IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 depending on whether LMR or LRP is used in the measurement. As shown in
Figure C.7, LMR is greater than LRP; and, in fact, a detailed analysis reveals that the maximum value of
LMR is one reporting interval greater than LRP, that is, LMR = LRP + 1/F s (This appendix ignores the
delay described in Subclause 5.5.8 of IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 and pictured therein in Figure 4. It may be
positive or negative and results from imprecise compensation of the timestamp for the step change signal. It
is fixed and generally small.) For the purpose of illustrating the differences, assume a P class PMU with a
two-cycle symmetrical analysis window at a reporting rate of 30 per second. The LRP is on the order of
half the analysis window. If LRP were used as the performance base, the latency is 1 cycle; well below the
4 cycles (2/F s ) required by Table 12 (a compliance margin of 3 cycles). If the reporting rate is increased to
60 per second, the margin is reduced to 1 cycle. If, however, LMR is the performance criterion, 1 cycle will
be added to latency; still allowing a 2 cycle margin at 30 per second reporting rate, but 0 margin at a
60 per second reporting rate.
Larger analysis windows would exacerbate the problem; smaller windows would mitigate the problem.
However, at super-synchronous rates suggested in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011, compliance is more
problematic. In the example above, at a 120 per second reporting rate, the LRP margin is 0 and LMR is
negative. Neither interpretation of latency in IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011 allows the requirement to be
successfully met. In fact, at 120 per second reporting rate, the analysis window must approach 1 cycle to
meet even the LRP interpretation.
PMUs with a reporting rate synchronous (50 Hz or 60 Hz) or higher may have difficulty in meeting
these requirements. While higher rates are described in the standard, sufficient details may not exist
therein to adequately determine compliance. The user of this guide is cautioned in applying the
synchrophasor standard at higher rates until proper test and acceptance criteria are developed. In the
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event changes are made to clarify these issues, the user is further advised to use the most recent
revision of IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011.
The relationship between the delay in measurement reporting and the PMU reporting latency can be seen in
Figure C.7. The end of the LMR period for an event on the power system that follows the 28.1 timestamp
occurs at the time the 28.2 sample is emitted. Although the system produces at the time the 28.1 number is
sent out a response to the step change, that response is small, as indicated in Figure C.5 and Figure C.6. It is
not until the 28.2 number is ready that the step in the power system is beyond the 50% point. That defines
the end of the LMR, and it must be more than one reporting period later than the event in the power system.

Figure C.7—LMR and LRP contrasted
For test purposes, the “event” on the power system (for example a step change) can be moved in time until
it occurs exactly at the timestamp time. There should then be an output at the end of the measurement
interval that corresponds to exactly the 50% value. That is, if the event in Figure C.7 were delayed until it
took place exactly at 28.2, the 50% value should appear in the report for that time.
In this condition, the two terms for latency are identical in value, even if they have different definitions. This
approach of adjusting the timing of the “event” allows direct measurement of the IEEE Std C37.118.1-2011
maximum delay time requirement defined in its Table 9. The standard requires determining the LRP “using
at least 1000 consecutive messages” and “to an accuracy of at least 0.0001 seconds.”
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